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In this study, we focus on an innovative economical sector of the digital economy, the 
“collaborative  consumption”, which implies original forms of participation. Collaborative 
consumption connects, through online platforms, an offer and a demand that are both non-
professional. Collaborative consumption covers a high variety of goods and services, like 
home renting (AirBnB) or exchanging (CouchSurfing), selling (Ebay, Etsy), carpooling 
(Blablacar), micro-tasking (Fiverr, Amazon Mechanical Turk).  
 
Related work  

Collaborative consumption relates to two major types of work on online participation in the 
field of sociology. Regarding its economical dimension, it deals with the production of 
economic value: many studies have underlined the work performed by participative 
websites to domesticate and merchandize amateur engagement (Mellet et al., 2014). 
Regarding its interactional dimension, it also deals with the coordination of participants and 
the emergence of implicit or explicit rules and procedures (Kittur et al., 2007). By involving 
individual economical interest into online marketplaces, collaborative consumption raises 
the question of amateur participation into economy: what are the spontaneous or organized 
frames of this amateur participative economy, and how does it outcome to stable forms of 
activity and exchange?  
 
Case study 

We wish to address this question by studying the case of a peer-to-peer car rental website 
called Drivy (www.drivy.com). Launched in 2010, Drivy is in 2015 the leading operator in 
France on its sector (26,000 cars for rent in June 2015 vs. 220,000 in the traditional rental 
services), and is currently consolidating its position and extending in Europe. Like other peer-
to-peer car rental websites such as RelayRides or GetAround, Drivy offers to car owners 
putting them for rent on drivy.com, handles payment and charges 30% fees on transactions. 
We study the participative dynamics on Drivy by combining four empirical materials: 1) a 
functional  analysis  of  the  website;  2)  an  interview  with  Drivy’s  head of communications; 3) 
12 interviews with Drivy users, including 8 car owners; 4) a dataset built from drivy.com with 
custom tools in May 2014, covering full car offer, transactions history and user profiles 
information. 
 
The characteristics of participation in peer-to-peer car rental 

Drivy users have several characteristics that make this site comparable to other participative 
websites. First, its members are relatively homogeneous regarding sociodemographics. 
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Altough Drivy users are clearly separated into owners (16% of active users) and renters 
(82%), both groups are rather urban, graduated people; this is confirmed by the geography 
of rental (39% in Paris and close subburbs). Owners and renters also share a common 
financial motivation for using a peer-to-peer car rental: car owners expect complementary 
revenue, and renters seek prices that are roughly 30% cheaper than traditional car rental.  
The renting activity is unequally distributed over the car offer, and concentrates on a small 
number of popular vehicles. Among the 10,000 vehicles available in May 2014, 55% had 
never been rented, while the 140 highly rented (>50 rents) cars account for 20% of the 
whole  transactions  of  the  catalogue.  Conversely,  renters’  activity  is  more  homogeneous  and  
occasional (2.2 rents/year in average). Thus,  considering  its  users’  activity,  Drivy’s  usage  
dynamics are participative on the offer-side, and more classically consumerist on the 
demand-side. 
 
Drivy’s  effort  to  domesticate  online  participation 

Drivy's fundamental effort consists in arousing and marketing the double dynamics of supply 
and demand for car rental. The first implication of this framing work consists in standardizing 
the offer for car rental, by enunciating qualities (Karpik, 2007) for vehicles and services 
(duration, bundles, etc.) and subtlety guiding pricing. Drivy also operates a standardization 
of individual singularities, by setting up profile pages, comparable to those widely used on 
collaborative websites, and by generalizing a public peer reviewing system of transaction. By 
doing so,  Drivy’s  design  is  comparable  to  those  of  participative  websites,  creating  the  
condition for the existence of a public reputational capital, which will be directly convertible 
into economic capital. 
The second part of Drivy's work consists in ensuring smooth trade between peers (payment 
system, insurance policy, litigations management). This framing work reduces peer exchange 
to its interactional and coordination dimensions, partially obliterating the primary financial 
motivation of Drivy users. By capturing calculation from the participants, Drivy assimilates 
peer exchanges to disinterest in first line (Callon and Latour, 1997). However, we could 
observe that active car owners are also those who reclaimed calculation skills through 
precise accounting of costs and benefits and price positioning. 
  
People’s  co-construction of economical exchange 

What does this framing imply for peer interactions on Drivy? First, renters and owners must 
conduct the transaction by choosing each other and coordinate. This assignment of roles 
involves distinct conventions and expectations on how the transaction should take place. 
The interviews are filled with moral considerations on how should or should not behave an 
owner or a renter. 
Owners and renters co-construct an ambivalent exchange: although Drivy’s  service  design  
sets the financial part away from it, its merchant character remains fundamental. This 
results in a constant search for reducing uncertainty and maximizing efficiency, which relies 
on the reputational system provided by Drivy (profile page, ratings) and the direct 
interactions with peers. Nevertheless, this reputational system is not the key of success on 
Drivy: 97% of the evaluations are positive, which is in fact hardly discriminant. Rather, being 
an active user and having accumulated a certain amount of transactions, especially for 
owners, constitutes the best predictor for future success. This activity-based “Matthew  
effect”  reinforces  the  participative  nature of peer-to-peer car rental. 
 
Conclusion 

Online peer-to-peer car rental involves a particular layout of online participation and 
engagement. The merchant and calculative dimension of participation is everywhere: it is a 
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primary incentive for owners and renters, and it  stands  at  the  center  of  Drivy’s  marketization 
effort. However, Drivy substitutes for this dynamics a relational logic, which is performed in 
profile pages and peer evaluation. Thus, Drivy heavily relies on the formats of non-merchant 
participation to build an activity whose merchant character constantly comes to surface. 
This duality of merchant participation appears to be a fundamental characteristic of 
collaborative consumption. 
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